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Status

- Has gone through a partial IESG review (missing SECDIR)
- Substantial editorial changes based on the feedback
Changes since IETF 118

• Removed the statement that JMAP Sieve functionality differs from ManageSieve
• Merged the Terminology subsection into the Notational Conventions section
• Added an example JMAP Sessions object which is referenced by other examples
• Removed the discussion of script content from the “blobId” description and into a new Script Content section
Changes since IETF 118

• Stripped JMAP API examples down to just “methodCalls” and “methodResponses”
• Renamed the “invalidScript” and “scriptIsActive” SetErrors to “invalidSieve” and “sieveIsActive” respectively
• Added a new section discussing Quotas:
  • Servers SHOULD impose them
  • Administration is out of scope
  • RFC 9425 can be used by clients to get quota info
Outstanding Issues

- “JMAP API Request (and response)” vs “methodCalls” and “methodResponses”
Next Steps

• Please review the new text to make sure that it doesn’t make any technical changes
• Another WGLC?